
TOP 10 REASONS

Eproval is an online platform for special event permitting 
that is easy to implement and fulfils the needs of eGov 

and net-zero initiatives.

IS YOUR E-PERMITTING SOLUTION
EPROVAL

WHY EPROVAL   IS YOUR ONLY CHOICE

Eproval saves applicants time by pre-populating fields for recurring events, adding instructions to guide form completion 
and dynamically expanding necessary fields with smart forms.  Similarly, administrators benefit from properly completed 
applications and workflows that ease the burden of the review process, ultimately reducing time spent in meetings.

Reduces time for applicants, department reviewers and administrators1

Eproval drives costs out of the special event permitting cycle by automating manual, and often outdated, paper processes. 
This saves money on printing costs, eliminates unnecessary administrative time for processing and approval, streamlines 
fee collection and reduces waste, ultimately supporting clean city initiatives.

Drives savings in labor and materials2

Eproval’s dynamic fields and instructions reduce errors and improve application data. A survey of Eproval clients showed 
that by using Eproval they reduced data errors by 80%.

Ensures data accuracy3

Eproval creates transparency for applicants and reviewers.  Applicants can easily check their application status and 
stakeholders see what steps are needed to close the application.

Creates transparency in the permitting process4

Eproval drives improved collaboration between city administrators and local departments such as police, fire, engineering 
and sanitation. According to a customer survey, prior to implementing Eproval, 65% of applications had gaps in 
communication with other departments and agencies. With Eproval, real-time visibility into application status drives timely 
follow-through on approvals.

Drives stakeholder engagement5



SAVINGS
Investments in Eproval, a cloud-based special events permitting platform, drives savings in hard and soft costs in 

the permitting lifecycle.  A $45,000 per year investment over three years could

return as much as $1.4 million in savings and efficiencies as well 

as driving enhanced transparentcy, stakeholder

 engagement, compliance and audit.

Holding large scale events is a complex undertaking, in some cases it is like assembling a whole city in one day, and then 
taking it down just as soon as the event is over. Large scale events drive economic activity but these gains can quickly 
be erased if public safety is ignored. Eproval ensures that codes and responsibilities are well explained to applicants 
and supporting needs are well communicated to City departments. Eproval clients have realized a 100% improvement in 
departmental communication and collaboration that helps avoid any unwanted surprises.

Addresses event complexity10

Eproval is quick and easy to implement. Unlike other bulky eGov solutions, Eproval can be implemented in 2 months guided 
by experts knowledgeable in workflow design who can streamline your processes. Eproval follows a proven formula for 
migrating any process regardless of order, complexity or number of steps. Eproval is easy to use, easy to learn, and comes 
with ample training. Eproval’s client success team works with accounts to setup new forms to prevent any burden on clients 
during the implementation phase.

Guided by experts for rapid implementation 9

Eproval acts as a centralized archive to save time searching for records. All records are preserved if needed later for legal 
disputes or audits.

Acts as a central archive for legal and audit purposes8

Eproval drives compliance with city codes & penalties and ensure applicants have seen and agreed to all permitting 
responsibilities. Paper applications cannot draw attention to alcohol, road closures, zoning, public works, health, fire, police, 
parks, environmental standards and zero waste codes.

Ensures permitting compliance7

Eproval scales to the needs of your city in ways not possible with paper or large eGov platforms. Whether additional 
functionality is needed, adding permitting for other uses or even just additions to the current form, Eproval is flexible and 
extendable. In addition to special events, Eproval has also been used for processing permits for races, block parties, marine 
events, film productions, grants and many more.

Scales as permitting needs change6

WHAT MAKES
EPROVAL DIFFERENT?

Eproval was developed in response to the specific needs of special event permitting. 

Other clunky solutions are inefficient workarounds that do not offer the same transparency, 
engagement, extendibility, scalability, compliance, legal auditing capabilities and savings in time & money. 

Eproval is nimble and stays ahead of the curve by understanding and developing in direct response to client needs. 

There is simply no other purpose-built solution that offers the same flexibility, 
ease of use and rapid implementation. 

That also explains why many cities are sole-sourcing Eproval as the special event permitting platform of choice.


